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Inherent Force-Dependent Properties of b-Cardiac Myosin Contribute to
the Force-Velocity Relationship of Cardiac Muscle
Michael J. Greenberg,1 Henry Shuman,1 and E. Michael Ostap1,*
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ABSTRACT The heart adjusts its power output to meet specific physiological needs through the coordination of several mech-
anisms, including force-induced changes in contractility of the molecular motor, the b-cardiac myosin (bCM). Despite its impor-
tance in driving and regulating cardiac power output, the effect of force on the contractility of a single bCM has not been
measured. Using single molecule optical-trapping techniques, we found that bCM has a two-step working stroke. Forces that
resist the power stroke slow the myosin-driven contraction by slowing the rate of ADP release, which is the kinetic step that limits
fiber shortening. The kinetic properties of bCM are affected by load, suggesting that the properties of myosin contribute to the
force-velocity relationship in intact muscle and play an important role in the regulation of cardiac power output.
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The cardiac cycle is a tightly regulated process in which the
heart generates power during systole and relaxes during
diastole. Appropriate power must be generated to effectively
pump blood against cardiac afterload. Dysfunction of this
cycle has devastating consequences for affected individuals.

Cardiac power output is regulated by several feedback
mechanisms (e.g., neuronal, hormonal, mechanical) that ul-
timately lead to changes in the force and power output of the
molecular motor, b-cardiac myosin (bCM). In isolated car-
diac fibers and cardiomyocytes, loading the muscle during
systole slows contraction and alters power output. It is
widely believed that this slowing is partially due to force-
induced inhibition of myosin ATPase kinetics, similar to
the Fenn Effect in skeletal muscle. However, this hypothesis
has not been directly tested at the molecular level. Much of
our contemporary view of how power is generated in cardiac
muscle is due to in vivo and isolated muscle-fiber studies
(1). Substantial progress has been made in understanding
the actomyosin interactions required for power generation,
but resolving the molecular effects of mechanical load on
the ATPase properties of bCM in intact muscle has been
challenging. Nevertheless, determining the biophysical
parameters that define bCM contractility is key to under-
standing cardiac regulation and the etiology of several mus-
cle diseases (1).

In vitro assays using isolated contractile proteins have
been central to advancing our understanding of contractility,
although most experiments have been conducted at low re-
sisting loads that do not mimic working conditions. Elegant
optical trapping experiments have imposed loads on small
ensembles of murine a-cardiac myosin at subsaturating
[ATP] (2), and these experiments suggest that force slows
a-cardiac myosin kinetics. The kinetic properties of a-car-
diac myosin are substantially different from bCM, the pri-
mary isoform in the adult human myocardium (3). Thus,
experiments using bCM must be performed to determine
the unitary force-dependent kinetic parameters of this key
molecular motor. We used optical trapping to measure the
working-stroke displacement and force dependence of
actin-detachment kinetics of single porcine bCM molecules
at saturating ATP concentrations. These experiments allow
direct measurement of the force-velocity relationship for
single bCM molecules and reveal the mechanism of how
loads regulate bCM-driven power output.

Using the three-bead geometry (4) in which an actin fila-
ment is strung between two optically-trapped beads and then
lowered over a bead that is sparsely coated with purified
full-length porcine ventricular bCM, interactions between
single bCM molecules and actin were recorded at 10 mM
ATP (Fig. 1 A) (5,6). Ensemble averages of these interac-
tions were constructed to determine the size and kinetics
of the working stroke (7,8). bCM has an average displace-
ment (6.8 5 0.04 nm) that is similar to previously charac-
terized muscle myosins (9,10). Similar to skeletal muscle
myosin (10), ensemble averages clearly show that the
bCM working stroke is composed of two substeps with
average displacements of 4.7 5 0.05 nm and 1.9 5
0.05 nm (Fig. 1 B). A single exponential function was fit
to the rising-phase of the time-forward ensemble averages,
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FIGURE 1 (A) Representative data trace showing actomyosin

displacements generated by bCM at 10 mM ATP. (Blue lines)

Individual binding events. (B) Ensemble averages of the bCM

working stroke generated from averaging 1295 binding interac-

tions collected at 10 mM ATP. Single exponential functions were

fit to the data (red lines) and the reported errors are the standard

errors from the fit. (C) Cartoon showing an idealized actomyosin

interaction with the corresponding mechanical and biochemical

states. To see this figure in color, go online.
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FIGURE 2 (A, Inset) Single molecule actomyosin interactions

were collected in the presence of the isometric optical clamp.

The scatter plot shows 262 binding events. Attachment dura-

tions are exponentially distributed at each force. (A) The detach-

ment rate as a function of force as determined by MLE fitting.

(Black line) Best fit; (small gray shaded area) 95% confidence in-

terval. (Right axis) Velocity, calculated by multiplying the

displacement of the working stroke by the detachment rate.

(B) The calculated mean detachment rate as a function of force.

Attachment durations were binned according to the average

force experienced by the myosin during the binding event. Error

bars were calculated via bootstrapping simulations of each

force bin. (Blue line) Expected mean detachment rate based on

the MLE fitting and the limited temporal resolution of our exper-

iment (see the Supporting Material for details). (C) Proposed

model for how force slows shortening velocity. Force inhibits

the mechanical transition associated with ADP release, slowing

the rate of actomyosin detachment. To see this figure in color,

go online.
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yielding a rate (745 2 s�1) for the transition from state 1 to
state 2 (Fig. 1 C). This rate is similar to the biochemical rate
of ADP release measured for bCM (64 s�1) (3), indicating
that this structural transition is associated with the release
of ADP. The rate of the rising phase of the time-reversed
ensemble averages (22 5 0.7 s�1) reports the rate of exit
from state 2 and is consistent with the biochemical rate of
ATP binding and actomyosin detachment at 10 mM ATP
(16 s�1) (3) (Fig. 1 C).

To examine actomyosin detachment kinetics under work-
ing conditions, a positional feedback optical clamp was used
to apply a dynamic load to the myosin, keeping the myosin
at an isometric position during its working stroke (11). We
measured the effect of force on the actin-attachment dura-
tion at 4 mMMg.ATP to ensure that the rate of ATP binding
is not rate-limiting for detachment. Increases in attachment
durations are observed as the force on the myosin is
increased (Fig. 2 A, inset). Assuming a two-state model
(12), we expect the attachment durations to be exponentially
distributed at each force with the force-dependent actin
detachment rate, k(F), given by (13)

kðFÞ ¼ k0 � e�
F$ddet
kB�T ; (1)

where k0 is the rate of the primary force-sensitive transition
in the absence of force, F is the force on the myosin, ddet is
the distance to the transition state (a measurement of force
sensitivity), kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the
Biophysical Journal 107(12) L41–L44
temperature. Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) fitting
Eq. 1 to the data yields a detachment rate (k0 ¼ 71
(�1.0/þ0.8 s�1)) that is similar to the rate of ADP release
measured for bCM (64 s�1) (3) and the rate of the time-
forward ensemble averages (74 5 2 s�1). Thus, the ADP
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release step (and the accompanying state-1 to state-2
mechanical transition) is force-sensitive (ddet ¼ 0.97
(�0.014/þ0.011) nm). The value of ddet indicates that the
ADP release step slows with increasing force, but less
than some other characterized myosins (14). Using the
values determined from the MLE fitting and the measured
size of the working stroke, it is possible to calculate a
force-velocity relationship for bCM, assuming the rate of
ADP release limits actin motility (Fig. 2 A).

The MLE fitting of Eq. 1 assumes an exponential distri-
bution of attachment durations at every force. As such, the
MLE fitting of the raw data should yield correct values of
the parameters k0 and ddet, despite limitations of the tempo-
ral resolution of our experiment (see Supporting Material
for detailed discussion of MLE fitting). Frequently, groups
report the mean attachment duration as a function of force.
However, the mean attachment duration at each force will
be overestimated because some shorter binding events
cannot be resolved. We provide a method for calculating
the expected mean detachment rate based on the parameters
determined from the MLE fitting, given the limited tempo-
ral resolution of the experiment, and verify the robustness
of the MLE fitting (see the Supporting Material). For
demonstration purposes only, Fig. 2 B shows that the
measured mean detachment rate agrees well with the ex-
pected mean detachment rate based on the MLE fitting
and the temporal resolution of the experiment. It should
be emphasized that the relevant dissociation values are
obtained from the MLE fitting in Fig. 2 A (see also Figs.
S1–S3).

Our data demonstrate that at saturating [ATP], the detach-
ment rate is limited by the ADP release step, which is the
same transition that limits fiber shortening velocity (15).
We propose that resisting loads slow ADP release and actin
detachment by slowing the mechanical transition that ac-
companies ADP release (Fig. 2 C), thereby reducing the
shortening velocity of muscle fibers. Thus, our data demon-
strate that the intrinsic force-dependent properties of bCM
contribute to the force-velocity relationship in the heart. It
is important to note that our proposed mechanism does
not rule out additional mechanisms by which force could
directly modulate the activity of actomyosin such as
force-induced reversal of the power stroke (11) or popula-
tion of branched pathways (16,17).

Are the loads in our experiments physiologically relevant
to contracting muscle? Modeling of the force per cross-
bridge generated in isometric soleus muscle, which contains
the bCM isoform, suggests a load of 2–4 pN per myosin
(18). At these loads, we expect actin-detachment to slow
up to threefold. Interestingly, bCM is substantially less
force-sensitive than smooth muscle myosin (ddet ¼ 2.7),
suggesting that bCM can generate more power (the product
of force and velocity) under load.

In conclusion, our data show that cardiac power output
can be directly modulated by force at the level of single
myosin molecules. These data will enable the comparison
of how molecular changes, such as light-chain phosphoryla-
tion, pharmacological treatments, or mutations associated
with cardiomyopathies, affect the ability of the myosin to
generate power against the afterload.
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